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Abstract 
Fast iterative Toeplitz solvers based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) methods with circulant precon- 
ditioners were proposed in 1985. Since then, Sine-transform preconditioner and Hartley-transform preconditioner were 
proposed in 1990 and 1993, respectively. For solving a large family of Toeplitz systems Tnx --- b, it requires only 
O(n log n) operations by using these preconditioners. In this paper, we give a brief survey and unify the analysis of all 
these preconditioners. An extension to the block Toeplitz systems is also given here. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we discuss the solution of symmetric positive definite Toeplitz system T.x = b by the 
conjugate gradient (CG) method. The convergence rate of the CG method depends on the spectrum 
of Tn, see [1]. Generally, the more clustered the eigenvalues are and (or) the smaller the condition 
number ~c(Tn) is, the faster the convergence rate will be. In order to speed up the convergence rate 
of the CG method, one always uses a symmetric positive definite matrix M. as a preconditioner. 
More precisely, instead of applying the CG method to the system T.x = b, we apply the method to 
the transformed system 
where /~. = M~-I/2T.M~ -l/a, ~ = M~/2x and /~ = M~-l/2b. The preconditioner M. is chosen with two 
criteria in mind: (1) the spectrum a(7~.) of 7~. is more clustered than a(T.) of T. and (or) the 
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x(7~.) is smaller than x(T.); (2) the computation of Mnl/2v is efficient for any given vector v. The 
preconditioner 34. of Tn can be viewed as an approximation to T. that is easily invertible. 
For any given unitary matrix Q, let 
JIQ = {Q*A.Q[An is a diagonal matrix}, 
where " . "  denotes the conjugate transposition. We define our preconditioner M. to be the minimizer 
of IlTn --Bnl[F over all B. C J//Q, When Q = Fn, the n × n Fourier matrix, then J/F,, is the circulant 
algebra, see [9]. When Q = S., the n x n Sine-transform atrix, then J/s,, is the v-algebra, see 
[2]. When Q = H., the n x n Hartley-transform atrix, then J//H,, is the Hartley algebra, see [3]. 
The research for finding a good preconditioner through an appropriately constrained minimization 
of [[Tn -BnlIF is not new. For instance, Chart in [8] proposed a useful circulant preconditioner by 
solving lIT. -B.[ IF with B. E ~/F,,. 
2. Spectra of M. and T. 
Let us denote by (~2rc the Banach space of all 2re-periodic ontinuous real-valued even functions 
equipped with the supremum norm [I. [l~. For all f E ~2~, let 
tk(f) = f(O)e-ik° dO, k = 0 ,±1,+2, . . . ,  
be the Fourier coefficients o f f .  Since f is real-valued and even, we have t_k = tk for all integers 
k. Let T,(f)  be the n x n symmetric Toeplitz matrix with the ( j ,k)th entry given by tj_k(f). The 
function f is called the generating function of the matrices T,(f). The following lemma gives the 
relation between f and the spectrum of T,(f). 
Lemma 1 (Grenander and Szeg6 [10]). Let f E cg2~ with the minimum and maximum values given 
by fmin and fma~, respectively. Then tr(T.(f))C_ [fmin, fma~]. In particular, we have 
IlTn(f)ll= <~ I l f l l~. (1) 
For the relationship between the spectra of a matrix and its preconditioner, we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2 (Huckle [11]). Let A. be an n × n matrix and M. be the minimizer of IIA. --On[IF over 
all B. E J/IQ. Then M. is given by 
114. = Q* 6(QA.Q* )Q, 
where 6(D.) denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is equal to the diagonal of the matrix 
D.. Moreover, if A. is Hermitian, then M. is also Hermitian and the eigenvalues of M. and An 
satisfy the following inequality 
~,min (An)~< ),rain (mn)~< ~rnax (mn)~ )],max(An). 
Here 2max(') and 2mi.(') denote the largest and the smallest eioenvalues respectively. In particular, 
if A. is positive definite, then M. is also positive definite. 
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Combining Lemmas 1 and 2, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let f E cg2,, then a (M, ( f ) )  C_ [fmin, fmax]. In particular, we have 
I IM,(f)112 ~< Ilfll ~. (2) 
If, moreover, f is positive, then for all n > O, T , ( f )  and M, ( f )  are positive definite and M, ( f )  
and M~-l(f)  are uniformly bounded in the fz-norm. 
3. Spectrum of T~(f) - M . ( f )  
A function f is in the Wiener class if its Fourier coefficients are absolutely summable, i.e., 
OQ 
[tk(f)l < oo. 
k=- -oo  
For f in the Wiener class, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4 (Chan [4] and Bini et al. [2,3]). Let f be a real-valued even function in the Wiener 
class, then for all e > O, there exist N and M > O, such that for all n > N, at most M eigenvalues 
of  T . ( f )  - M . ( f )  have absolute values larger than e. Here M. ( f )  E ~4[Q, for Q = F., S., H.. 
The results in Lemma 4 could be extended from the Wiener class of functions to the class of 
cg2~. We have following theorem. The idea of the proof comes from Chan and Yeung [7]. 
Theorem 5. The clustering spectrum property of  T . ( f )  - M . ( f )  for f in the Wiener class could 
be extended to f E cg2~. Here M. ( f )  E J[Q, for Q = F., S., 11.. 
Proof. Let fE  cg2~. Then for any e > 0, by Weierstrass Theorem, see [13], there is a trigonometric 
polynomial 
M 
pM(O) = ~,  bke i~° with b-k = bk 
k=--M 
such that 
Ilf - pMI[~ ~<e. (3) 
For all n > 2M, we have 
M.( f ) -  T . ( f )  = M. ( f  - PM) - T . ( f  - pM)+ M. (pM) -  T.(pM). (4) 
For the first two terms in the right-hand side of (4), we note that by (1)-(3), 
HM.(f - PM) -- T . ( f  - PM)II2 ~< I lM.(f - PM)I[2 + HT.(f - PM)I[2 
~< I [ f -  PMH~ + Hf - PM[[~ 
<. 2e. 
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Since pM is a real-valued even function in the Wiener class, by Lemma 4, the matrix M.(pM) -  
T.(pM) has clustered spectrum. Hence by using Cauchy Interlace Theorem, see [16], the result 
follows. [] 
By noting that M£- l ( f )T . ( f ) -  I. = M2-1( f ) (T . ( f ) -  M . ( f ) )  and Corollary 3, we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 6. Let f be a positive function in cg2~. Then for all e > 0 and for M. ( f )  E JgQ with 
Q = F., S., H., there exist N and M > O, such that for all n > N, at most M eigenvalues of  the 
matrix M~- l ( f )T . ( f ) -  In have absolute values larger than e. 
It follows easily from the above corollary that when the PCG method is applied to the precondi- 
tioned system M. -~ T., it converges uperlinearly. In each iteration, we have to compute the matrix 
vector multiplication T.v and solve the system M.y = u. We note that T.v can be computed in 
O(n log n) operations by first embedding T. into a 2n × 2n circulant matrix and then perform the 
multiplication by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), see [15]. The system M.y = u can also be solved 
in O(nlogn) operations by using the FFT for M. E ~F,, [4, 8]; by using the Sine-transform for 
M. E J//s,, [2]; or by using the Hartley-transform for Mn E J¢~I,, [3]. 
4. Extension to block matrix 
Let us denote by ~2~×2~ the Banach space of all 2n-periodic (in each direction) continuous real- 
valued even (f(x, y) = f(lxl, l y[)) functions equipped with the supremum I I • l] ~. For all f (x ,  y) E 
~2~×2~, let 
' iF tj,~(f) = ~n 2 ~ ~ f (x ,  y) e -i(jx+ky) dx dy, j , k  = O, ± 1, ±2, . . . ,  
be the Fourier coefficients o f f  Since f is real-valued and even, we have t;,k = t_j,_~ and t_;,k = t;,_k 
for all integers j,  k. Let Tm.(f) be the m x m block-Toeplitz matrix with n x n Toeplitz-blocks, whose 
entries are defined by (Tmn(f))p,q;s,t = tp-q,s-t(f) .  Here (Tmn(f))p,q;s,t denotes the (s, t)th entry of 
(p,q)th block of Tm.(f). The following lemma gives the relation between f and the spectrum of 
finn(f). 
Lemma 7 (Jin [12] and Serra [14]). Let f E (~2n×2n with the minimum and maximum values given 
by fmin and fmax, respectively. Then Tm.(f) is two-level symmetric and a(Tm.(f)) C_ [fmin, fro.×]. In 
particular, we have 
IITm.(f)llz~llfl]~. 
Let 
Jge®Q = {(P* ® Q*)Amn(P ® Q) I Am. is a diagonal matrix}, 
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where P is any given m x m unitary matrix and Q is any given n x n unitary matrix. The preconditioner 
Mmn is defined to be the minimizer of liTton -Bm,,IIF over all B,,, E ,//[e®O. We have the following 
lemma by using Lemma 2. 
Lemma 8. Let A,.. be an arbitrary mn ×mn matrix and Mm. be the minimizer of IlAm, - Bm.IIF 
over all Bin. E J/gp®Q. Then M,.. is given by 
Mm. = (P* ® Q*)6((P ® Q)Am.(P* ® Q*))(P ® Q). 
Moreover, if Am. is Hermitian, then skim. is also Hermitian and the eigenvalues of Mmn and Am. 
satisfy the following inequality 
)Lmin (Amn) ~< )].~nin (Mm,) ~< Xmax (Mm,) ~< ~max (Amn). 
In particular, if Am. is positive definite, then Mm. is also positive definite. 
Combining Lemmas 7 and 8, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 9. Let f E (~2~×2~z, then tr(Mm.(f)) C [fmin,fmax]- In particular, we have 
IlMm.(f)ll2<.llfil~. 
If, moreover, f is positive, then for all m, n > 0, Tm.(f) and Mm.(f) are positive definite and 
Mm.(f) and M~l( f )  are uniformly bounded in the E2-norm. 
By using the same trick as in [6], one can prove the following lemma easily. 
Lemma 10. Let f be a real-valued even function in the Wiener class, i.e., 
OG O0 
Z Itj (S)l < oo. 
j=-- ~x~ k=--oo 
Then for all ~ > 0, there exist M, N > 0, such that for all m > M and n > N, at most O(m)+O(n)  
eigenvalues of Tm.(f) - Mm.(f) have absolute values larger than ~. Here Mm.(f) E ~[P®Q, for 
P®Q-=Fm®F. ,Sm®S. ,Hm®H. .  
The results in Lemma 10 could be extended from the Wiener class of functions to cg2~×2~. 
Theorem 11. Let f E (~2nx2n. Then for all ~ > 0, there exist N and M > 0, such that for all m > M 
and n > N, at most O(m) + O(n) eigenvalues of Tm.(f) - M,,.(f) have absolute values larger than 
e. Here M,..(f) E J/p®®, for P ® Q =Fm @ Fn, Sm @ Sn, Hm @ H.. 
Proof. Let f E(~2ttx2n. Then for any e > 0, by Stone-Weierstrass Theorem [13], there is a trigono- 
metric polynomial 
M N 
pMN(X, y) = ~ ~ bjke i~jx+ky) 
j=--Mk=--N 
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with bj, k = b_j,_k and b_j,k = bj,_k, for VIj I ~M and Vlk [ ~N,  such that 
[If - PMN[Io~ ~e. 
For all m > 2M and n > 2N, we have 
gm.( f )  - Tm.(f) = Mm.(f  - PMN ) -- Tm.(f - PMN) + M,..(PMN) -- Tm.(PMN ). 
Then the result follows by refering the proof of Theorem 5. [] 
By noting that MZ..l(f)Tm.(f) - Im. = M; . l ( f ) (Tm.( f )  - Mm~(f)) and Corollary 9, we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 12. Let f be a positive function & ~z.×2,. Then for all ~ > 0 and for Mm.(f)  E J//coo 
with P ® Q = Fm @ F., S,. ® S., Hm @ H., there exist N and M > O, such that for all m > M and 
n > N, at most O(m) + O(n) eigenvalues of  the matrix M£. l ( f )Tm.(f)  - I,n. have absolute values 
larger than ~. 
From Lemma 7 and Corollary 9, we note that the number of iterations to achieve a fixed accuracy 
remains bounded as m, n are increased. From Corollary 12, since the spectrum of the preconditioned 
matrix is clustered around one, we can expect a fast convergence rate (more than linear). In each 
iteration of the PCG method, we have to compute matrix vector multiplication Tm.V and solve the 
system Mm.y = u. For Tin.v, we first embed Tmn into a (blockwise) 2m × 2m block-circulant matrix 
where each block itself is a 2n × 2n circulant matrix. Then we extend v to a 4mn-vector by putting 
zeros in the appropriate places. Using the 2D-FFT, or more precisely using F2m ® F2. to diagonalize 
the 2m × 2m block-circulant matrix, we see that Tm.v can be computed in O(mn log mn) operations, 
see [5]. The system Mm.y = u can also be solved in O(mn log mn) operations by using the 2D-FFT 
for Mmn E JP[F,,,®F,,; by using the 2D-Sine-transform for Mmn E ~[S,,,®S,,; or by using the 2D-Hartley- 
transform for Mmn E ~/[H,,,®H,,. 
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